






Experimental Study on Internal Damping of a Vibrating Steel Plate 
Yoichiro Hara，Hidetoshi Morita 
Abstracts 
To obtain the accurate response factor of ship vibration, that is, the ratio of vibrating 
acceleration and vibratory force, it’s necessary to confirm the logarithmic decrement and the 
vibration mode factor of ship, and the ship’s displacement including added mass of water. It’s said 
that the internal damping of ship is large as compared with damping due to cargoes in ship and 
seawater. To obtain the internal damping of a steel plate being used for ships and structures, 
examinations of damped free vibration were carried out. The experimental apparatus has a steel 
plate being hung by 4 fine elastics. The spring constant of the elastics is very small. 
In this paper, the experiments of a thin and slender steel plate for some natural frequencies was 
performed, and the relations between logarithmic decrements of the steel plate, natural frequencies 
and vibrating accelerations were obtained.  
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下，試験片と呼ぶ)の材質は SS400 で，寸法は長さ
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Fig.2  Spring Constant of Elastics 
Table 1   Theoretical natural frequencies of a test plate 
Order 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Frequency
Hz
















(b) 65Hz(2nd order) 
( c) 130Hz(3rd order) 
2
軟鋼板の横振動時における内部減衰に関する実験的研究 
 (d) 212.5Hz(4th order) 
 
 
 (e) 325Hz (5th order) 

























1δ   ･･････････････(1) 
ここで，X1，Xn：時刻 t1，tnにおける振幅
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